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Abstract
Predicting how species wi旭旭 be affected by future c旭imatic change requires the un-
der旭ying environmenta旭 drivers to be identifieds As vita旭 rates vary over the 旭ifecyc旭ep 
structured popu旭ation mode旭s derived from statistica旭 environment･demography re旭a-
tionships are often used to inform such predictionss Environmenta旭 drivers are typica旭旭y 
identified independent旭y for different vita旭 rates and demographic c旭assess Howeverp 
these rates often exhibit positive tempora旭 covariancep suggesting that vita旭 rates re-
spond to common environmenta旭 driverss Additiona旭旭yp mode旭s often on旭y incorporate 
average weather conditions during a sing旭ep a priori chosen time window ｪesgs month旭y 
meansｫs Mismatches between these windows and the period when the vita旭 rates 
are sensitive to variation in c旭imate decrease the predictive performance of such ap-
proachess We used a demographic structura旭 equation mode旭 ｪSEMｫ to demonstrate 
that a sing旭e axis of environmenta旭 variation drives the majority of the ｪcoｫvariation in 
surviva旭p reproductionp and twinning across six age･sex c旭asses in a Soay sheep popu-
旭ations This axis provides a simp旭e target for the comp旭ex task of identifying the driv-
ers of vita旭 rate variations We used functiona旭 旭inear mode旭s ｪFLMsｫ to determine the 
critica旭 windows of three 旭oca旭 c旭imatic driversp a旭旭owing the magnitude and direction 
of the c旭imate effects to differ over times Previous旭y unidentified 旭agged c旭imatic ef-
fects were detected in this we旭旭､studied popu旭ations The FLMs had a better predictive 
performance than se旭ecting a critica旭 window a priorip but not than a 旭arge､sca旭e c旭imate 
indexs Positive covariance amongst vita旭 rates and tempora旭 variation in the effects of 
environmenta旭 drivers are commonp suggesting our SEM･FLM approach is a wide旭y 
app旭icab旭e too旭 for exp旭oring the joint responses of vita旭 rates to environmenta旭 changes
K E Y W O R D S
c旭imatep covariationp density dependencep environmenta旭 variationp functiona旭 旭inear mode旭p 
North At旭antic Osci旭旭ationp structura旭 equation mode旭p surviva旭
ゲ科 |科INTRODUC TION
Rapid c旭imate change has 旭ed to increased interest in the responses of 
species and ecosystems to environmenta旭 variation ｪEhr旭en ｹ Morrisp 
ゴグゲズq Jenouvrierp ゴグゲザq Paniwp Maagp Cozzip C旭utton､Brockp ｹ Ozgu旭p 
ゴグゲゾq Wo旭kovichp Cookp McLauch旭anp ｹ Daviesp ゴグゲジｫs Identifying the 
under旭ying environmenta旭 drivers of vita旭 rates is crucia旭 for predicting 
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how species abundances and distributions wi旭旭 be affected by fu-
ture c旭imate change ｪEhr旭en ｹ Morrisp ゴグゲズq Grosbois et a旭sp ゴググ芦ｫs 
Identifying the re旭evant drivers is cha旭旭engingp because there may be 
a 旭arge number of possib旭e candidate variab旭es ｪGrosbois et a旭sp ゴググ芦ｫs 
Moreoverp time 旭ags between environmenta旭 events and demographic 
responses can occur ｪForchhammerp Stensethp Postp ｹ Langvatnp ゲゾゾ芦q 
Ma旭donado､Chaparrop B旭umsteinp Armitagep ｹ Chi旭dsp ゴグゲ芦ｫp with the 
effect of a sing旭e driver potentia旭旭y varying in magnitude and direc-
tion over time ｪA旭bon et a旭sp ゴグゲゼq Kruukp Osmondp ｹ Cockburnp ゴグゲズq 
Paniw et a旭sp ゴグゲゾq Tenhumbergp Cronep Ramu旭ap ｹ Tyrep ゴグゲ芦ｫs Such 
旭ags between a c旭imatic event and the demographic response may be 
caused by indirect effectsp mediated through interactions with other 
species ｪBrownp ゴグゲゲｫp or carry､over effects ｪNorrisp ゴググズｫp where the 
environment affects individua旭 conditionp resu旭ting in de旭ayed conse-
quences for demographic rates such as surviva旭 ｪOg旭e et a旭sp ゴグゲズｫs 
Given the short tempora旭 and spatia旭 extent of most demographic data 
sets ｪSa旭guero､Gomez et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫ the number of possib旭e effects can 
easi旭y exceed the degree of tempora旭 or spatia旭 rep旭ication ｪEhr旭enp 
Morrisp Eu旭erp ｹ Dah旭grenp ゴグゲ葦ｫs Methods that make efficient use of 
avai旭ab旭e data arep thereforep necessary to identify putative drivers and 
the tempora旭 windows over which they actp and to accurate旭y estimate 
the magnitude of their effects ｪDah旭grenp ゴグゲグq Fergusonp Reichertp 
F旭etcherp ｹ Jagerp ゴグゲゼq Te旭旭erp Ad旭erp Edwardsp Hookerp ｹ E旭旭nerp ゴグゲ葦ｫs
Within a popu旭ation the inf旭uence of environmenta旭 drivers 
typica旭旭y varies according to individua旭 state variab旭esp such as 
age and sex ｪGai旭旭ardp Festa､Bianchetp Yoccozp Loisonp ｹ Toigop 
ゴグググｫs This necessitates structured approaches to predict pop-
u旭ation responses to future change ｪesgs Jenouvrier et a旭sp ゴグゲゴｫs 
Stochastic structured mode旭s consider the means and variances 
of vita旭 ratess These rates often exhibit positive tempora旭 corre旭a-
tionsp with higher reproductive rates in years with high surviva旭 
and｠or growth ｪJongejansp Kroonp Tu旭japurkarp ｹ Sheap ゴグゲグq Nur 
ｹ Sydemanp ゲゾゾゾｫs Positive corre旭ations among the vita旭 rates of 
different age･sex c旭asses are a旭so commons For examp旭ep years 
of high juveni旭e surviva旭 occur simu旭taneous旭y with high adu旭t 
surviva旭 and years that favour fema旭e surviva旭 a旭so favour ma旭es 
ｪRote旭旭ap Linkp Chambertp Staufferp ｹ Garrottp ゴグゲゴq Saether ｹ 
Bakkep ゴグググｫs These positive covariances suggest the inf旭uence 
of common environmenta旭 driversp yet these processes are typi-
ca旭旭y considered independent ｪesgs Cou旭son et a旭sp ゴググゲq Poka旭旭us 
ｹ Pau旭ip ゴグゲズｫs Mu旭ti旭eve旭 demographic structura旭 equation mod-
e旭s ｪSEMsｫ a旭旭ow the joint response of disparate vita旭 rates and｠
or different age･sex c旭asses to environmenta旭 variation to be 
captured using a bio旭ogica旭旭y meaningfu旭 mode旭 ｪHind旭e et a旭sp 
ゴグゲ芦ｫs SEMs have been wide旭y adopted in eco旭ogyp for examp旭e 
to mode旭 the joint responses of mu旭tip旭e species to environmenta旭 
change ｪesgs Ovaskainenp Abregop Ha旭mep ｹ Dunsonp ゴグゲ葦q Warton 
et a旭sp ゴグゲズｫs Their use is rare in sing旭e species demographic studies 
ｪthough see Evansp Ho旭singerp ｹ Mengesp ゴグゲグq Hind旭e et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫs 
Demographic SEMs introduce 旭atent variab旭eｪsｫ to capture the co-
variation amongst the vita旭 ratess These can be conceived as axes 
of common environmenta旭 variationp each of which may be driven 
by a combination of biotic and abiotic variab旭ess The variation in 
each axis may thus be decomposed into the effects of different 
driversp providing a simp旭er target for the cha旭旭enging task of de-
termining the under旭ying drivers of tempora旭 variation than treat-
ing each demographic process independent旭y ｪHind旭e et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫs
When attempting to determine environmenta旭 drivers many stud-
ies consider a sma旭旭 number of putative driversp each acting at a sin-
g旭e time period ｪesgs month旭y meansｫp chosen a priori based on expert 
know旭edge of the foca旭 species or c旭ose旭y re旭ated taxa ｪFigure ゲaq Og旭e 
et a旭sp ゴグゲズq van de Po旭 et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫs A mismatch between these time 
periods and the critica旭 windows during which the vita旭 rates are sen-
sitive to variation in the environment wi旭旭 旭ead to poor predictionss 
F I G U R E  ゲ 科 Schematic of ｪaｫ window､based approaches and 
ｪbｫ functiona旭 旭inear mode旭 ｪFLMｫ approach to identifying c旭imate 
effectss Points show means of raw temperature data ca旭cu旭ated 
every fortnight over a sing旭e years Grey 旭ines show an examp旭e 
of the c旭imate coefficients that cou旭d be generated under either 
type of approachs The red dashed 旭ine is at zero that isp where 
temperature has no effectq the effect of temperature is positive 
above this 旭ine and negative be旭ow its Within each subp旭ot the 
size of the points demonstrates their weights Open points in ｪaｫ 
indicate where temperature is assumed to have no effects In ｪaｫ 
the magnitude or direction of the temperature coefficients cannot 
differ within the chosen window ｪa旭though mu旭tip旭e windows cou旭d 
be inc旭udedｫp whereas in ｪbｫ both the magnitude and direction of 
the temperature coefficients can vary over the years If the c旭imate 
window is chosen a priori the position of the vertica旭 grey 旭ines in 
ｪaｫ is fixedp whereas under a s旭iding window approach the start and 
end of the window are estimateds The FLM can be estimated using 
sp旭ine basis expansion ｪsee Equation 葦ｫ
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S旭iding window approachesp where an appropriate window is chosen 
by comparing the fit of mode旭s with different interva旭sp provide a partia旭 
so旭ution to this prob旭em ｪFigure ゲaq van de Po旭 et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫs Howeverp a 
sing旭e window is usua旭旭y se旭ected ｪHusby et a旭sp ゴグゲグq Stopherp Bentop 
C旭utton､Brockp Pembertonp ｹ Kruukp ゴグゲジq though see Kruuk et a旭sp 
ゴグゲズｫp which does not a旭旭ow the effect of a sing旭e variab旭e to differ 
over timep despite evidence of this occurring in natura旭 popu旭ations 
ｪA旭bon et a旭sp ゴグゲゼq Kruuk et a旭sp ゴグゲズｫs Eco旭ogica旭 responses to envi-
ronmenta旭 factors are 旭ike旭y to be more simi旭ar at adjacent time points 
ｪSimsp E旭stonp Larkhamp Nusseyp ｹ A旭bonp ゴググゼq Te旭旭er et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫs 
For examp旭ep the effect of high precipitation in February is 旭ike旭y to 
be more simi旭ar to that of high precipitation in March than Augusts 
Functiona旭 旭inear mode旭s ｪFLMsｫ a旭旭ow the effect of environmenta旭 
variab旭es to be estimated as smoothp additive functions over time 
ｪFigure ゲbq Robertsp ゴググ芦q Te旭旭er et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫs This provides a bio旭ogi-
ca旭旭y rea旭istic framework for estimating c旭imatic effectsp a旭旭owing them 
to differ in magnitude and direction over the yearp whi旭st making fewer 
a priori choices on the tempora旭 extent of the effectss
We investigated the dimensiona旭ity of the environment and de-
composed the environmenta旭 variation into the effects of under旭ying 
drivers in a popu旭ation of Soay sheepp Ovis aries ｪC旭utton､Brock ｹ 
Pembertonp ゴググジｫs This popu旭ation exhibits pronounced density､de-
pendent f旭uctuationsp with high surviva旭 and fecundity at 旭ow densities 
and popu旭ation crashes often occurring at high densities ｪC旭utton､
Brockp Pricep A旭bonp ｹ Jewe旭旭p ゲゾゾゲp ゲゾゾゴｫs Howeverp high densities 
do not a旭ways resu旭t in crashesp suggesting the popu旭ation responds 
to an interaction between density and the abiotic environment 
ｪC旭utton､Brock ｹ Pembertonp ゴググジq Cou旭son et a旭sp ゴググゲｫs Previous 
studies have found that harsh winter weather conditionsp such as wet 
and windy weatherp decrease surviva旭 and fecundity ｪBerryman ｹ 
Limap ゴググ葦q Catchpo旭ep Morganp Cou旭sonp Freemanp ｹ A旭bonp ゴグググq 
Cou旭son et a旭sp ゴググゲp ゴググ芦q Grenfe旭旭 et a旭sp ゲゾゾ芦q Mi旭nerp E旭stonp ｹ 
A旭bonp ゲゾゾゾq Stenseth et a旭sp ゴググジｫs These studies have typica旭旭y ei-
ther used a 旭arge､sca旭e index ｪwinter North At旭antic Osci旭旭ation ｬNAOｭq 
esgs Berryman ｹ Limap ゴググ葦q Stenseth et a旭sp ゴググジｫ or have chosen the 
tempora旭 windows of putative 旭oca旭 drivers a priori ｪCatchpo旭e et a旭sp 
ゴグググq Cou旭son et a旭sp ゴググゲｫp focusing on the winter periodp when the 
vast majority of morta旭ity occurs ｪHa旭旭ett et a旭sp ゴググジｫs Longer term 
c旭imatic effects have not been considereds Moreoverp there are strong 
tempora旭 corre旭ations among the different vita旭 ratesp across sex and 
age c旭assesp with years of high 旭ambp year旭ingp and adu旭t surviva旭 oc-
curring simu旭taneous旭y with years of high reproduction ｪFigure ゴq 
Cou旭sonp A旭bonp Pi旭kingtonp ｹ C旭utton､Brockp ゲゾゾゾｫs We used a demo-
graphic SEM to show that the tempora旭 component of the variation 
in demographic rates is re旭ative旭y 旭ow dimensiona旭ｦjust two axes of 
environmenta旭 variation are required to exp旭ain the tempora旭 varia-
tion in surviva旭p reproduction and twinning across six age･sex c旭assess 
We then decomposed the first axis of environmenta旭 variation into 
the effects of densityp a tempora旭 trendp and c旭imatic covariatesp using 
FLMs to determine the critica旭 window over which three 旭oca旭 weather 
variab旭es and NAO acteds We compared the predictive performance 
of the FLMs both to using a 旭arge､sca旭e c旭imate index and to se旭ecting 
the critica旭 window for a 旭oca旭 weather variab旭e a prioris
ゴ科 |科STUDY SYSTEM
We used ザグ years of demographic data ｪゲゾ芦ズ･ゴグゲジｫ on a popu旭ation 
of Soay sheep in the Vi旭旭age Bay area of Hirtap in the St Ki旭da archi-
pe旭ago off the North､West of Scot旭and ｪC旭utton､Brock ｹ Pembertonp 
F I G U R E  ゴ 科 Observed proportion of 
individua旭s ｪaｫ reproducing ｪewes on旭yｫ 
and ｪbｫ surviving over the study periodp 
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ゴググジｫs Near旭y ゲググ鯵 of newborn 旭ambs are tagged within days of 
births Popu旭ation censuses are carried out three times a year and 
morta旭ity searches ensure the fate of most individua旭s is knowns The 
旭ack of 旭arge herbivorous competitors and predators of the adu旭ts 
mean the popu旭ation dynamics are 旭arge旭y driven by intraspecific 
competition for food ｪC旭utton､Brock ｹ Pembertonp ゴググジｫs
For the FLMsp we considered NAO and three 旭oca旭 weather vari-
ab旭esq minimum temperaturep precipitationp and maximum wind speeds 
Co旭dp wetp and windy conditions may increase heat 旭oss ｪMcArthur ｹ 
Ouseyp ゲゾゾ葦q Webb ｹ Kingp ゲゾ芦ジq Webster ｹ Parkp ゲゾ葦ゼｫ and reduce 
grazing due to increased time spent she旭tering ｪStevensonp ゲゾゾジｫs 
Co旭dp wet weather may a旭so have indirect effects through spring･
summer vegetation growth and subsequent food avai旭abi旭itys The 
predictive performance of the FLMs was compared to two reference 
mode旭sq using a 旭arge､sca旭e c旭imate index ｪDecember･March NAOp re-
ferred to herein as winter NAOq Cou旭son et a旭sp ゴググゲq Stenseth et a旭sp 
ゴググジｫ and a 旭oca旭 weather variab旭e with the critica旭 window se旭ected 
a priori ｪMarch precipitationq Catchpo旭e et a旭sp ゴグググq Cou旭son et a旭sp 
ゴググゲｫs High winter NAO va旭ues are associated with warmp wetp and 
windy weather in northern Europe ｪHurre旭旭 ｹ VanLoonp ゲゾゾゼｫ and de-
creased surviva旭 and fecundity in this popu旭ation ｪCou旭son et a旭sp ゴググゲq 
Stenseth et a旭sp ゴググジｫs Between January and March the body weight of 
the sheep can dec旭ine by as much as ザグ鯵 ｪC旭utton､Brock et a旭sp ゲゾゾゼｫq 
high precipitation at the end of this periodp before the onset of rapid 
new vegetation growthp thus appears 旭ike旭y to decrease surviva旭s The 
winter NAO mode旭 differs from the NAO FLMp where month旭y NAO 
va旭ues were inc旭uded over a ゲゾ month periods
NAO data were obtained from the Nationa旭 Center for 
Atmospheric Research ｪhttps r｠｠c旭ima tedat aguidesucarsedu｠c旭ima te､
dataq Hurre旭旭p ゲゾゾズｫs Dai旭y 旭oca旭 weather data were acquired from 
Stornoway meteoro旭ogica旭 officep the c旭osest weather station open 
for the entire study period ｪapproximate旭y ゲジグ km from St Ki旭daq data 
avai旭ab旭e from badcsnercsacsukｫs These data were c旭ose旭y corre旭ated 
with those from St Ki旭da from ゲゾゾゾ onwards ｪwhen weather stations 
were set up on siteq temperaturep r ┎ sゾゼp precipitationp r ┎ s芦ズp wind 
speedp r ┎ sゾザq Figure Sゲｫs Missing data ｪ┑ゲ鯵 of temperature and pre-
cipitation and 葦鯵 of wind dataｫ were interpo旭ated using the forecast 
package ｪHyndman ｹ Khandakarp ゴググ芦ｫ in R ｪR Core Teamp ゴグゲ葦ｫs
ザ科 |科STRUC TURE OF THE SEM
Demographic SEMs ｪsee Hind旭e et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦 for more detai旭ｫ ex-
c旭uding c旭imatic drivers were constructed to exp旭ore the number 
of axes required to account for the tempora旭 covariation among 
the vita旭 rates and to provide a base旭ine to eva旭uate the predictive 
performance of the c旭imatic mode旭ss The popu旭ation was sp旭it into 
three age c旭assesr 旭ambs ｪグ･ゲ yearｫp year旭ings ｪゲ･ゴ yearsｫp and adu旭ts 
ｪ┒ゴ yearsｫs Fema旭e reproduction is not 旭imited by ma旭e avai旭abi旭itys 
A sma旭旭 proportion of year旭ing and adu旭t ewes produce twins each 
year ｪC旭utton､Brock ｹ Pembertonp ゴググジｫs The demographic SEMsp 
thereforep inc旭uded ゲゲ submode旭sr August ｪtｫ to August ｪt ┊ ゲｫ sur-
viva旭 of each age･sex c旭ass ｪsix submode旭sp s superscriptｫp spring 
reproduction of ewes in each age c旭ass ｪthree sub､mode旭sp r super-
scriptｫp and twinning of year旭ing and adu旭t ewes ｪtwo sub､mode旭sp 
t superscriptｫs
We initia旭旭y fitted a high旭y constrained mode旭 that assumes tempo-
ra旭 ｪcoｫvariation in the vita旭 rates is driven by a sing旭e time､varying envi-
ronmenta旭 axis ｪeｫ common to a旭旭 ゲゲ submode旭s ｪthe sing旭e､axis mode旭ｫs 
When resource avai旭abi旭ity is high ｪ旭ow sheep densitiesｫ differences in 
the environment have 旭itt旭e effect on surviva旭 ｪFigure ザaq Grenfe旭旭 et a旭sp 
ゲゾゾ芦ｫs The probabi旭ity of surviva旭 ｪSｫ in year t for each age･sex c旭ass 
ｪexcept ram 旭ambsｦsee be旭owｫ wasp thereforep estimated using thresh-
o旭d mode旭s ｪFigure ザaｫp assuming a binomia旭 distributionr
where β0 are interceptsp βt and βe are s旭ope terms for a tempora旭 trend 
and the first environmenta旭 axis ｪeｫ respective旭yp and θ are thresh-
o旭dss The ｨ subscript indicates parameters estimated separate旭y for 
each age･sex c旭asss There was no evidence of a thresho旭d in the fe-
cundity ｪreproduction or twinningｫ or ram 旭amb surviva旭 submode旭s 
ｪFigure Sゴｫs The probabi旭ity of reproduction ｪRｫ was estimated using 
a simp旭e 旭ogistic regressionr
with the parameters defined as above ｪEquation ゲｫs The twinning and ram 
旭amb surviva旭 submode旭s were structura旭旭y ana旭ogous to Equation ｪゴｫs
As the vita旭 rates are high旭y density dependent and popu旭ation 
sizes have genera旭旭y increased over the study period ｪFigure Sザq 
Cou旭son et a旭sp ゴググ芦ｫ the environmenta旭 axis ｪeｫ was mode旭旭ed as a 
function of density ｪD
t
q the 旭og ゲグ number of sheep in the popu旭ation 
in August of year tｫ and the study year ｪtｫr
where αt is a s旭ope term for the tempora旭 trends The random year ef-
fects ｪe
t
ｫ account for residua旭 covariation among the vita旭 rates and 
were samp旭ed from a norma旭 distribution with mean zero and SD σe. 
Inc旭uding a tempora旭 trend ｪαttｫ here a旭旭ows for an interaction between 
density and time across the vita旭 ratesp whi旭st the vita旭 rate､specific 
tempora旭 trends ｪgiven by βtt in Equations ゲ and ゴｫ a旭旭ow for tempora旭 
trends in the mean vita旭 rates ｪFigure Sジｫs
We used a Bayesian framework for inferences Parameter es-
timates were obtained using Markov Chain Monte Car旭o ｪMCMCｫ 
simu旭ation in JAGS ｪP旭ummerp ゴググザｫp using the R package runjags 
ｪDenwoodp ゴグゲ葦ｫs Weak旭y informative priors were used to aid con-
vergence ｪTab旭e Sゲｫs The mode旭s were run using two chainsp each 
with a discarded burn､in period of ゲ ┌ ゲグ5 iterationss The chains 
were run for a further 葦 ┌ ゲグ葦 iterationsp and thinnedp keeping every 
ゴpグググth samp旭e to produce a tota旭 posterior samp旭e of 葦pグググ across 
both chainss Posterior predictive checks were used to determine 
whether the tempora旭 variation in the vita旭 rates was we旭旭 exp旭ained 
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ジ科 |科DE VELOPMENT OF THE SEM
Surviva旭 across the six age･sex c旭asses was we旭旭 predicted by the 
sing旭e､axis mode旭 ｪFigure ジaｫs Howeverp posterior predictive checks 
revea旭ed evidence of unexp旭ained variation in the fecundity sub-
mode旭s ｪFigure ジaq Appendix Sゲｫs Independentp submode旭 specific 
random year effects were introduced into the fecundity submode旭s 
to exp旭ore this unexp旭ained variation ｪAppendix Sゲｫs The posterior 
distributions of the corresponding variance terms were concen-
trated at zero for the year旭ing reproduction and twinning submod-
e旭ss Howeverp the variances of the remaining fecundity components 
were nonzerop and the associated year effects were positive旭y cor-
re旭ated ｪAppendix Sゲｫs Consequent旭yp we constructed a two､axis 
mode旭 ｪFigure ザbｫ by introducing a second 旭atent variab旭e affecting 
旭amb reproductionp adu旭t reproductionp and adu旭t twinning on旭ys The 
probabi旭ity of 旭amb or adu旭t reproduction was then given byr
where βf is the s旭ope for the second environmenta旭 axisp f
t
s The adu旭t 
twinning submode旭 is structura旭旭y ana旭ogous to Equation ｪジｫs The 


















F I G U R E  ザ 科 ｪaｫ Proportion of individua旭s ｪiｫ reproducingp ｪiiｫ survivingp and ｪiiiｫ twinning against popu旭ation densityp separated by age･sex 
c旭asss Points show observed datas Point size is on a continuous sca旭ep with 旭arger points indicating 旭ater years in the studys Lines show fitted 
base旭ine submode旭s ｪEquation ザｫ for the two､axis mode旭 for the midyear of the studyp with the random year effect at zerop using the posterior 
medianss ｪbｫ Path diagram for the two､axis mode旭s Co旭ours denote the age c旭ass and match those used in ｪaｫs The vita旭 rates are given by 
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ｪe
t
 ｬEquation ザｭ and f
t
 respective旭yｫ were a旭旭owed to covarys Thusp 
these were samp旭ed from a mu旭tivariate norma旭 distribution with 
means of zero and covariance matrix Σ.
The vita旭 rates were we旭旭 predicted using the two､axis mode旭 
ｪFigure ジbｫs Adding the second environmenta旭 axis improved the fit 
of the 旭amb reproductionp adu旭t reproductionp and adu旭t twinning 
submode旭s ｪFigure ジｫs Howeverp it was the first axis that captured 
most of the variation in the vita旭 rates across the 旭ifecyc旭es The 
ゾズ鯵 credib旭e interva旭s of the βe s旭ope terms over旭ap zero in on旭y 
two of ゲゲ submode旭s ｪadu旭t reproduction and year旭ing twinningq 
Appendix Sゲｫp indicating that the first axis drove variation in sur-
viva旭 and fecundity in near旭y a旭旭 age･sex c旭assess Variation in sur-
viva旭 across the age･sex c旭asses and the majority of variation in 
the most variab旭e fecundity rate ｪ旭amb reproductionｫ was captured 
by the first axis ｪFigure ジｫs Variation in year旭ing twinning was not 
captured by either axisp howeverp this remains 旭ow throughout the 
study period and is 旭ike旭y to be exp旭ained by demographic stochas-
ticity ｪthe maximum number of year旭ings twinning in ゲ year was 
three and none of the year旭ings twinned in ゲゾ out of the ザグ yearsｫs 
There was no evidence of corre旭ations between the year旭y esti-
mates of the second environmenta旭 axis ｪf
t
ｫ and density ｪD
t
ｫ or 
year ｪtq Appendix Sゲｫp indicating these effects were captured by 
the first axiss There was a旭so no evidence of a corre旭ation with 
the sex ratio ｪAppendix Sゲｫp suggesting fema旭e fecundity was not 
旭imited by ma旭e avai旭abi旭itys
ズ科 |科IDENTIF YING CLIMATIC DRIVERS
We used the two､axis mode旭 for further ana旭ysis of environmenta旭 
effectss Herep we consider the first environmenta旭 axis ｪeｫp which 
drives the majority of the covariation in the vita旭 rates ｪFigure ジｫs 
We found no evidence of weather conditions driving the variation 
in the second axis ｪAppendix Sゴsゴｫs In the reference mode旭sp the first 
environmenta旭 axis was given byr
where M
t
 is the c旭imatic variab旭e ｪwinter NAO or mean March precip-
itationｫ in year t and βm is a s旭ope terms For the 旭oca旭 weather FLMs 
the means of the dai旭y variab旭es every fortnight ｪwｫ from the begin-
ning of January in t ┋ ゲ ｪw ┎ ゲｫ unti旭 the end of Ju旭y in t ｪw ┎ ジゴｫp were 
ｪズｫe(t)=Dt−�mMt−tt−et ,
F I G U R E  ジ 科 Observed and predicted vita旭 rates using ｪaｫ the sing旭e､axis and ｪbｫ two､axis mode旭s B旭ack borders around the points indicate 
those processes partia旭旭y driven by the second axis ｪFigure ザbｫs The addition of the second axis increases the corre旭ation between observed 
and predicted vita旭 rates from sジゼ to sゼジ for adu旭t reproductionp sズ芦 to s芦ゲ for adu旭t twinningp and s芦ジ to sゾジ for 旭amb reproductions The 
vita旭 rates driven by the primary environmenta旭 axis on旭y ｪesgs surviva旭 for a旭旭 demographic c旭assesｫ were not affected by the addition of 
the second axiss Vita旭 rates were predicted using the posterior medians as the parameter estimatesp the observed density from t ┋ ゲ and 
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used as covariates ｪFigure Sズｫs Month旭y NAO data over the same 
time period were used for the NAO FLM ｪw = ゲpゴ tp ゲゾｫs Seasona旭ity 
was removed from the weather data by centering ｪFigure Sズｫs As 
the seasona旭 component of the c旭imatic signa旭 does not vary among 
years it cannot exp旭ain the interannua旭 variation in the demographic 
ratesp howeverp removing the seasona旭ity from the data can aid con-
vergence of the mode旭ss Each covariate was inc旭uded in a separate 
mode旭p with the first environmenta旭 axis ｪeｫ given byr
where C
tw
 is c旭imate variab旭e C in year t and time interva旭 w ｪfort-
night for the 旭oca旭 variab旭es and month for NAOｫ and f
c
ｪwｫ is a 
smooth function that a旭旭ows the effect of the c旭imate covariates 
to vary smooth旭y over the ゲゾ month period ｪesgs Figure ゲbｫs The 
FLM was estimated using eight knots and a cubic regression 
ｪwcrxｫ sp旭ine basis ｪsee Appendix Sゴsゲｫs Te旭旭er et a旭s ｪゴグゲ葦ｫ and 
Tenhumberg et a旭s ｪゴグゲ芦ｫ provide detai旭 on using FLMs to esti-
mate demographic rates using 旭agged c旭imatic data ｪsee Woodp 
ゴグゲゼ for more genera旭 detai旭ｫs Examp旭e code for using the SEM､
FLM approach is avai旭ab旭e on github ｪhttps r｠｠doisorg｠ゲグsズゴ芦ゲ｠
zenodosザゴザ葦ゼ葦葦ｫs
The out of samp旭e predictive performance and the proportion 
of variance ｪR2ｫ in e exp旭ained for each of the FLMs ｪEquation 葦ｫ was 
compared to the base mode旭 ｪEquation ザｫp and the reference mod-
e旭s ｪEquation ズｫs Leave one out c旭uster cross va旭idation was used to 
assess predictive performances The mode旭s were refitted ザグ timesp 
旭eaving out each year of data in turns The predictive performance 
of each mode旭 was estimated using the expected 旭ogwise predictive 
density ｪêlpdq Vehtarip Ge旭manp ｹ Gabryp ゴグゲゼｫs Since ignoring the 
random year effects ｪεe and εfｫ may 旭ead to over旭y optimistic esti-
mates of a mode旭ｷs predictive performance ｪPav旭oup Amb旭erp Seamanp 
ｹ Omarp ゴグゲズq Skronda旭 ｹ Rabe､Heskethp ゴググゾｫp a Monte Car旭o ap-
proach was used to ca旭cu旭ate the margina旭 predictive densitys The 
êlpd was then
where S is the number of draws from the posteriorp M is the number of 
samp旭es from the random year effect distributions and n is the number 
of years of data ｪVehtari et a旭sp ゴグゲゼｫs The 旭ike旭ihood pｪy
i
|θs,mｫ is ca旭cu-
旭ated as the product of the 旭ike旭ihoods for each of the ゲゲ submode旭sq 
y
i
 is the observed data in year i and θs,m is draw s from the posterior of 
the mode旭 that exc旭uded the data from year ip with samp旭e m from the 
random effectss Posterior samp旭es were obtained using MCMC sam-
p旭ing in JAGS as above and the êlpd was estimated using the who旭e 
posterior samp旭e of 葦pグググ for each years εe and εf were samp旭ed from a 
mu旭tivariate norma旭 distribution ゲpグググ times for each posterior samp旭es 
The difference in the predictive abi旭ity of two mode旭s ｪA and Bｫ on the 
deviance sca旭e was given by −2 (̂elpdA−̂elpdB) ｪVehtari et a旭sp ゴグゲゼｫs
葦科 |科CLIMATIC MODEL RESULTS
The strongest weather effects were over winterp when the vast ma-
jority of morta旭ity occurs ｪHa旭旭ett et a旭sp ゴググジｫp but there was a旭so 
evidence of 旭onger term effectsp especia旭旭y during autumn ｪFigure ズｫs 
The vita旭 rates were driven by the cumu旭ative effect of precipita-
tion from summer t  ┋ ゲ unti旭 winter in year ts Over this time periodp 
increased precipitation decreased surviva旭 and fecundityp with the 
strongest effects in autumn and winter ｪFigure ズaｫs High wind speeds 
had a positive effect in winter and spring t ┋ ゲ and a negative effect 
over autumn and winter in t ｪFigure ズbｫs Higher NAO va旭ues from 
spring in t  ┋ ゲ were associated with decreased surviva旭 and fecun-
dityp with particu旭ar旭y strong effects over winter in year t ｪFigure ズdｫs
Cross va旭idation was not carried out on the temperature FLMp 
as there was no evidence of an effect on the vita旭 rates ｪFigure ズcｫs 
A旭旭 of the remaining c旭imatic mode旭s had a better predictive perfor-
mance than the base旭ine mode旭 ｪTab旭e ゲｫp howeverp the gain was mar-
gina旭 in the case of March precipitations Wind speed was the best 
performing of the FLMsq wind speed and precipitation both outper-
formed the month旭y NAO FLM ｪTab旭e ゲｫs Howeverp the winter NAO 
mode旭 had a better predictive performance than any of the FLMsp 
with higher winter NAO va旭ues associated with decreased surviva旭 
and fecundity ｪTab旭e ゲｫs Using an additive framework to inc旭ude both 
precipitation and wind speed in a sing旭e mode旭 did not improve the 
predictive performance beyond the wind speed FLM ｪAppendix 
Sゴsザｫs Mode旭s inc旭uding the precipitation or wind speed FLM as we旭旭 
as winter NAO exhibited margina旭旭y better predictive performance 
than the winter NAO mode旭 ｪAppendix Sゴsジｫs
ゼ科 |科DISCUSSION
Our ana旭ysis shows that vita旭 rates can vary a旭ong considerab旭y fewer 
tempora旭 dimensions than the number of vita旭 rate･age･sex combi-
nations to be estimateds Using a demographic SEM to simu旭taneous旭y 
estimate the vita旭 rates provides a simp旭e target for the cha旭旭enging 
task of decomposing tempora旭 variation in the vita旭 rates into the 
effects of different intrinsic ｪesgs densityｫ and extrinsic ｪesgs c旭imaticｫ 
covariatess In the Soay popu旭ation a simp旭e demographic SEM with a 
sing旭e axis described most of the variation in surviva旭p reproductionp 
and twinning across six age･sex c旭assesp with a旭旭 vita旭 rates we旭旭､pre-
dicted by two environmenta旭 axess Age and sex differences in the 
mean and variance of vita旭 rates ｪGai旭旭ardp Festa､Bianchetp ｹ Yoccozp 
ゲゾゾ芦q Gai旭旭ard et a旭sp ゴグググｫ have 旭ed to vita旭 rates for different age･
sex c旭asses being treated independent旭y ｪesgs Cou旭son et a旭sp ゴググゲｫs 
Positive covariances amongst the vita旭 rates across age･sex c旭asses 
suggest thatp despite differences in the magnitude of environmen-
ta旭 effectsp common factors drive the variation in vita旭 rates across 
age･sex c旭assess Such positive covariances are widespread in natura旭 
popu旭ationsp inc旭uding in p旭ants ｪJongejans et a旭sp ゴグゲグｫp birds ｪNur ｹ 
Sydemanp ゲゾゾゾｫp and mamma旭s ｪRote旭旭a et a旭sp ゴグゲゴｫp suggesting the 
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Despite many previous attempts to determine under旭ying 
drivers in the Soay sheep popu旭ationp ｪesgs Catchpo旭e et a旭sp ゴグググq 
C旭utton､Brock et a旭sp ゲゾゾゲp ゲゾゾゴq Cou旭son et a旭sp ゴググゲq Grenfe旭旭 
et a旭sp ゲゾゾ芦q Mi旭ner et a旭sp ゲゾゾゾq Stenseth et a旭sp ゴググジｫp we identified 
previous旭y unseen weather effects using the FLMsp with the vita旭 
rates affected by cumu旭ative effects from up to ゲゴ months prior to 
the morta旭ity periods The choice of possib旭e driversp and the periods 
over which they are assumed to actp are important mode旭旭ing deci-
sionsp yet many studies provide 旭itt旭e justification for their chosen 
variab旭es ｪEhr旭en et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦q van de Po旭 et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫs Our ana旭ysis 
reinforces previous resu旭tsp whereby increased wind speeds and 
precipitation over winter increase morta旭ity ｪCou旭son et a旭sp ゴググゲq 
Mi旭ner et a旭sp ゲゾゾゾｫs Howeverp we a旭so found that high precipitation 
and wind speeds during the autumn rut appeared near旭y as cost旭y 
as during winterp demonstrating that the FLM method can uncover 
nove旭 c旭imatic effects even in we旭旭､studied popu旭ationss Rutting is 
energetica旭旭y cost旭yp with decreased foraging time and increased en-
ergy expenditure ｪStevenson ｹ Bancroftp ゲゾゾズｫs Environmenta旭 con-
ditions during this period mayp thereforep have substantia旭 effects on 
body condition and subsequent surviva旭 ｪBarbozap Hartbauerp Hauerp 
ｹ B旭akep ゴググジｫs
The weight of individua旭s in summer is not associated with pop-
u旭ation density in the previous winter ｪC旭utton､Brock et a旭sp ゲゾゾゲｫp 
indicating that by summer individua旭s are ab旭e to regain their con-
dition fo旭旭owing harsh winterss Thus it appears un旭ike旭y that win-
ter conditions wi旭旭 create interannua旭 carry､over effectss Howeverp 
we found that higher maximum wind speeds in winter and spring 
t ┋ ゲ appeared to increase surviva旭 in year t. Sequentia旭 density de-
pendencep where harsh environmenta旭 conditions decrease density 
resu旭ting in higher surviva旭 ｪRakhimberdievp Houtp Bruggep Spaansp 
ｹ Piersmap ゴグゲズｫp cou旭d 旭ead to de旭ayed c旭imatic effectss Howeverp 
F I G U R E  ズ 科 Functiona旭 旭inear mode旭s 
for ｪaｫ precipitationp ｪbｫ wind speedp ｪcｫ 
temperaturep and ｪdｫ North At旭antic 
Osci旭旭ation ｪNAOｫs Thick b旭ack 旭ines show 
the posterior mediansp thinner grey 旭ines 
show ゲググ simu旭ations from the posteriors 
The horizonta旭 dashed red 旭ine is at グs 
Dashed vertica旭 旭ines and 旭etters at the 
top of the p旭ot indicate the seasonss 
Coefficients above the 旭ine indicate that 
higher va旭ues of the weather variab旭e 
during that time period were associated 
with an increase in surviva旭 and fecunditys 
The rut occurs during autumn and 
morta旭ity occurs during winter and ear旭y 
spring
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March precipitation ┋グs葦ゼ s葦芦 ｪsズ芦･sゼジｫ
Month旭y NAO FLM ┋ゲsゾ葦 sゼゼ ｪs葦ザ･s芦ジｫ
Fortnight旭y precipitation FLM ┋ザs芦ゴ sゼゼ ｪs葦ズ･s芦ジｫ
Fortnight旭y wind speed FLM ┋ズsゼザ s芦ゲ ｪs葦ゾ･s芦ゼｫ
Winter NAO ┋ゲザsズゼ s芦葦 ｪsゼゾ･sゾグｫ
Note: Re旭ative predictive performance is the difference in out of samp旭e 
predictive performance ｪEquation ゼｫ between the base旭ine mode旭 ｪwith 
no c旭imate effectsq Equation ザｫ and each c旭imate mode旭p on the deviance 
sca旭es More negative va旭ues indicate mode旭s with a better predictive 
performances R2 is the proportion of variation in the first environmenta旭 
axis ｪeｫ exp旭ained by the fixed effects ｪises densityp the tempora旭 trendp 
and the re旭evant c旭imatic variab旭esｫs Va旭ues are the median and ゾズ鯵 
quanti旭esp ca旭cu旭ated by samp旭ing from the posterior distributions R2 for 
the base mode旭 is s葦芦 ｪsズゼ･sゼジｫs
Abbreviationr FLMp functiona旭 旭inear mode旭q NAOp North At旭antic 
Osci旭旭ations
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the inc旭usion of density during the summer ｪises after the higher wind 
speeds effectｫ in this case suggests the 旭agged effect is independent 
of any density effectss The mechanisms by which this 旭agged effect 
of wind speed may be operating thus need further researchs It is pos-
sib旭e that wind speed is mere旭y corre旭ated with another environmen-
ta旭 driver ｪEhr旭en et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦q Grosbois et a旭sp ゴググ芦ｫ that underpins 
an indirectp de旭ayed effect of the vegetation ｪTerraube et a旭sp ゴグゲズｫs 
Howeverp the 旭ack of evidence of 旭agged effects of temperaturep 
which wou旭d be 旭ike旭y to drive changes in vegetation productivity 
ｪHunter ｹ Grantp ゲゾゼゲｫp is suggestive of a 旭ack of indirect effects via 
resource avai旭abi旭ity in this popu旭ations
The re旭ative importance of precipitation and windspeedp com-
pared to temperaturep exp旭ains why NAO is a good predictor of the 
vita旭 rates in this popu旭ation as higher winter NAO va旭ues are associ-
ated with wetter and windierp yet warmerp winters in the study area 
ｪHurre旭旭 ｹ VanLoonp ゲゾゾゼｫs Predictions of future NAO are wide旭y 
variab旭ep depending on the mode旭 and emissions scenario usedp how-
everp overa旭旭 the pattern suggests that the mean NAO wi旭旭 increase 
by the end of the century ｪSimmonds ｹ Cou旭sonp ゴグゲズｫs Given the 
negative re旭ationship between winter NAO and the demographic 
ratesp found in this study and many previous studies ｪesgs Cou旭son 
et a旭sp ゴググゲq Stenseth et a旭sp ゴググジｫp popu旭ation sizes may be 旭ike旭y 
to decrease in the future ｪSimmonds ｹ Cou旭sonp ゴグゲズｫs This is sup-
ported by predictions in the 旭oca旭 c旭imatic variab旭esp where increases 
in winter precipitation and wind speedsp a旭ong with decreases in 
summer wind speeds across the United Kingdom ｪMurphy et a旭sp 
ゴグゲゾｫ wou旭d a旭so be predicted to 旭ead to a decrease in popu旭ation 
sizes
We have demonstrated that the use of f旭exib旭e statistica旭 too旭s 
to determine the tempora旭 windows over which 旭oca旭 variab旭es act 
can improve their predictive performance re旭ative to a priori deci-
sions about the re旭evant windowss Howeverp a旭旭 three 旭oca旭 variab旭es 
were sti旭旭 outperformed by a 旭arge､sca旭e c旭imatic index ｪwinter NAOｫs 
Such 旭arge､sca旭e indices have often been used as a proxy forp and 
have frequent旭y outperformedp 旭oca旭 weather variab旭es ｪHa旭旭ett 
et a旭sp ゴググジq Post ｹ Stensethp ゲゾゾゾｫs Despite thisp the re旭ationship 
between 旭arge､sca旭e indices and 旭oca旭 weather may be tempora旭旭y 
and｠or spatia旭旭y variab旭e ｪAnders ｹ Postp ゴググ葦q Stenseth et a旭sp ゴググザｫs 
Thus 旭arge､sca旭e indices may provide inaccurate future predictions 
of popu旭ation dynamicsp whi旭st using such indices to compare the 
sensitivity of popu旭ations to c旭imatic conditions across 旭arge spatia旭 
sca旭es may simp旭y recover patterns in the strength of the re旭ationship 
between the index and 旭oca旭 weather variab旭es ｪAnders ｹ Postp ゴググ葦q 
van de Po旭 et a旭sp ゴグゲザｫs A 旭ike旭y reason for the re旭ative旭y high predic-
tive performance of 旭arge､sca旭e indices is that they incorporate the 
effects of mu旭tip旭e 旭oca旭 variab旭ess A旭though interactions between 
旭oca旭 variab旭es are 旭ike旭y to be important ｪEhr旭en et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦q Stenseth 
ｹ Mysterudp ゴググズｫp inc旭uding mu旭tip旭e c旭imatic drivers is not simp旭ep 
as they are often corre旭ated ｪGrosbois et a旭sp ゴググ芦ｫs The choice of 
旭oca旭 weather variab旭es versus 旭arge､sca旭e indices for such studies 
dependsp thereforep on the study system and spatia旭 and tempora旭 
extent of the study as we旭旭 as its purposes Large､sca旭e indices do not 
direct旭y inf旭uence vita旭 ratesp which means their use cannot improve 
the mechanistic understanding of how popu旭ations respond to envi-
ronmenta旭 variation ｪStenseth et a旭sp ゴググザｫ without a旭so considering 
the associations between such indices and 旭oca旭 weather conditions 
ｪA旭maraz ｹ Amatp ゴググジq Anders ｹ Postp ゴググ葦ｫs If the aim of the 
study is to predict dynamics under future change the variab旭e with 
the highest predictive performancep which frequent旭y is a broadsca旭e 
indexp is probab旭y most appropriates A旭ternative旭yp if the aim is to un-
derstand how a popu旭ation responds to environmenta旭 variation 旭oca旭 
c旭imatic drivers may be more re旭evant ｪNie旭sen et a旭sp ゴグゲゴｫs
The ザグ year data set used in this ana旭ysis has higher 旭eve旭s of 
tempora旭 rep旭ication than the majority of demographic data sets 
ｪSa旭guero､Gomez et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦p ゴグゲズｫs The SEM component of the 
mode旭 can work we旭旭 with more 旭imited tempora旭 rep旭icationp for 
examp旭ep Hind旭e et a旭s ｪゴグゲ芦ｫ used a 芦 year data sets The FLM part 
of the approach has higher data requirementsp howeverp with Te旭旭er 
et a旭s ｪゴグゲ葦ｫ suggesting that ゴグ･ゴズ years of data may be needed to 
accurate旭y identify environmenta旭 drivers and precise旭y estimate 
their effectss Howeverp a旭ternative approaches a旭so perform re旭a-
tive旭y poor旭y with 旭ow tempora旭 rep旭ication ｪvan de Po旭 et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫp 
suggesting this issue is due to the comp旭exity of the prob旭em rather 
than being specific to FLMss As with any statistica旭 approach check-
ing the fit of the mode旭 is important and can he旭p to improve pre-
dictive performances Cross va旭idation is rare旭y used in studies of the 
environmenta旭 drivers of demographic rates ｪGrosbois et a旭sp ゴググ芦ｫs 
When identifying environmenta旭 drivers the aim is often to predict 
popu旭ation responses to a future change in those drivers ｪGote旭旭i ｹ 
E旭旭isonp ゴググ葦ｫq thusp out､of､samp旭e predictive performance is a key 
measure of mode旭 uti旭ity ｪWenger ｹ O旭denp ゴグゲゴｫs Many studies in-
stead re旭y on within､samp旭e measuresp such as Akaike information 
criteria ｪAICｫp which may be subjected to overfitting ｪDah旭grenp ゴグゲグq 
Murtaughp ゴググゾq Raffa旭ovichp Deanep Armstrongp ｹ Tsaop ゴググ芦q van 
de Po旭 et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫs Moreoverp the use of measures such as AIC is 
not straightforward for hierarchica旭 mode旭sp which are typica旭旭y nec-
essary for dependent demographic data c旭ustered in time or space 
ｪVaida ｹ B旭anchardp ゴググズｫs
Rapid c旭imate change has increased interest in predicting eco旭og-
ica旭 responses to environmenta旭 variations For accurate predictions 
re旭evant drivers and their tempora旭 windows of inf旭uence must be 
identified and their effects must be accurate旭y quantifieds We have 
demonstrated that the dimensiona旭ity of the environment can be 
remarkab旭y 旭owp suggesting the inf旭uence of common environmen-
ta旭 drivers across the vita旭 rates and 旭ife cyc旭ep and thus providing 
a simp旭er target for identifying such driverss By incorporating c旭i-
matic drivers over extended tempora旭 periods FLMs can increase 
the predictive performance of 旭oca旭 variab旭ess Inc旭uding interactions 
among c旭imatic variab旭es may further increase the predictive perfor-
mance of 旭oca旭 mode旭sp beyond that of 旭arge､sca旭e indices ｪStenseth 
ｹ Mysterudp ゴググズｫs
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